GENETIC DIVERSITY

Population genomics of picophytoplankton unveils novel chromosome hypervariability
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Tiny photosynthetic microorganisms that form the picoplankton (between 0.3 and 3 μm in diameter) are at the base of the food web in many marine ecosystems, and their adaptability to environmental change hinges on standing genetic variation. Although the genomic and phenotypic diversity of the bacterial component of the oceans has been intensively studied, little is known about the genomic and phenotypic diversity within each of the diverse eukaryotic species present. We report the level of genomic diversity in a natural population of Ostreococcus tauri (Chlorophyta, Mamiellophyceae), the smallest photosynthetic eukaryote. Contrary to the expectations of clonal evolution or cryptic species, the spectrum of genomic polymorphism observed suggests a large panmictic population (an effective population size of 1.2 × 10^7) with pervasive evidence of sexual reproduction. De novo assemblies of low-coverage chromosomes reveal two large candidate mating-type loci with suppressed recombination, whose origin may predate the speciation events in the class Mamiellophyceae. This high genetic diversity is associated with large phenotypic differences between strains. Strikingly, resistance of isolates to large double-stranded DNA viruses, which abound in their natural environment, is positively correlated with the size of a single hypervariable chromosome, which contains 44 to 156 kb of strain-specific sequences. Our findings highlight the role of viruses in shaping genome diversity in marine picoeukaryotes.

INTRODUCTION

Bacterial-sized photosynthetic eukaryotes were first detected by flow cytometry in a Mediterranean lagoon, where they may form blooms with densities up to 10^5 cells per milliliter (1). Culture-independent metabarcoding of samples of filtered seawater, using the eukaryotic 18S rDNA gene, revealed their large phylogenetic spread over the eukaryotic tree of life and their ubiquitous distribution in the sunlit surface of the ocean (2–4). Mamiellophyceae are the most prevalent picoeukaryotes of the green lineage and are particularly abundant in coastal areas, where picoeukaryotes make up 80% of biomass (5). Within this class, the first genome sequence analysis of two morphologically indistinguishable members of the Ostreococcus genus revealed an unexpectedly high level of protein divergence, suggesting ancient niche differentiation, providing novel insights about the paradox of the plankton (6, 7). Both experimental evolution (8) and environmental studies in the Arctic Ocean (9) suggest rapid adaptation of picophytoplankton to climate-induced environmental changes. The mechanisms involved in adaptation may hinge on preexisting genetic variation, also known as standing genomic variation, or on new mutations (10). Populations that adapt from standing genomic variation have a higher potential for adaptation if the rate of environmental change is fast (11). However, information on standing genomic variation in populations of picophytoplanktonic eukaryotes is scarce and relies on a few marker sequences (12), because most current research efforts focus on the description of interspecific diversity (4).

Here, we analyze the complete genomes of 13 haploid Ostreococcus tauri isolates sampled in the Mediterranean Sea to provide the first complete picture of the level and variation of standing genomic variation within natural populations of picophytoplankton.

RESULTS

Single-nucleotide polymorphism landscape

The high genome coverage obtained for each strain enabled accurate estimation of the nucleotide variation across >94% of the complete genome sequence for a total number of 117,600 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs; table S1). Synonymous diversity, πS, is 0.01, slightly higher than intergenic diversity, πI = 0.009, and almost five times the nonsynonymous diversity, πNS = 0.002 (table S2). Assuming a mutation rate of 4 × 10^-10 mutations per nucleotide per generation in coding regions (13), the effective population size, Ne, in O. tauri can be estimated to be 1.2 × 10^7. The effective population size of O. tauri is higher than the values that have been reported in other unicellular organisms, such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae (14), Saccharomyces paradoxus (15), or Neurospora crassa (16), although these other species were collected over larger geographical areas. Nonsynonymous SNPs have a skewed site frequency spectrum toward low frequencies, as expected if most mutations changing the amino acid are deleterious (Fig. 1A). Nonsense SNPs, which change an amino acid into a stop codon, have the highest bias toward low frequencies and occur at an average of 14 nonsense mutations per strain. Strikingly, 10% of SNPs occur within multiple-nucleotide polymorphisms (MNP) (Fig. 1B). MNPs suggest that at least 5% of mutation events affect multiple nucleotides (17), which is
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The distribution of fitness effects on nonsynonymous sites can be inferred by comparing the site frequency spectrum of SNPs segregating at nonsynonymous and synonymous sites, where synonymous mutations are assumed to be neutral (21). The distribution of fitness effects on nonsynonymous sites can be highly leptokurtic, with relatively few mutations inferred to be slightly deleterious or effectively neutral (22). However, the average recombination rate is negatively correlated with chromosome size (Spearman \( \rho = -0.82, P < 0.0001 \)), as expected if the number of crossing-over events is typically one or two per chromosome (23). This inverse relationship between chromosome size and recombination rate is thus expected and was first described in S. cerevisiae (24).

### Pervasive evidence of recombination

The analysis of the polymorphism spectrum along the chromosomes provides pervasive evidence of recombination along 94% of the nuclear genome, with a genome-wide average population recombination rate per nucleotide \( \rho = 2Nc, r = 0.0013 \). However, the average recombination rate is negatively correlated with chromosome size (Spearman \( \rho = -0.82, P < 0.0001 \)), as expected if the number of crossing-over events is typically one or two per chromosome (23). This inverse relationship between chromosome size and recombination rate is thus expected and was first described in S. cerevisiae (24). On chromosome 10, a medium-size chromosome, linkage disequilibrium (LD), measured as \( r^2 \), is halved within 2 kb and reaches its minimum at 10-kb distance between SNPs (Fig. 1D). This is higher than in A. thaliana (25) and S. paradoxus (24), where the association between alleles becomes random beyond 25 kb, and close to Lachancea kluyveri (26), where minimum LD is reached within 5 kb. The number of recombination and mutation events in the genealogy of the sample can be used to estimate the minimum meiosis-to-mitosis ratio (12, 27). Calculating this ratio using the 176-kb-long chromosome 20 gave a minimum of 212 recombination events and 469 synonymous mutation events over the genealogy of the sample. Assuming 4 \times 10^{-10} mutations per nucleotide per generation per mitotic cell division (13) and one recombination per chromosome per meiosis gives 212 meioses for 469/((4 \times 10^{-10}) \times (176/3 \times 10^3)) = 2 \times 10^6 mitoses, that is, a minimum of 1 meiosis every 94,000 mitoses (a frequency of 1 \times 10^{-5} true outcrossing events per generation). This is 10 times larger than our previous estimate based on sequencing 2 kilo–base pair (kb) (12) but still indicates a high prevalence of asexual division in Ostreococcus. This is similar to the rates of true outcrossing events observed in the yeasts S. cerevisiae (2 \times 10^{-5}) (27) and the European population of S. paradoxus (1 \times 10^{-5}) (15) but somewhat higher than the frequency observed in Far East Asian population of S. paradoxus (3 \times 10^{-5}) (15).

### Gene content variation within the population

On standard chromosomes, coverage variation analysis followed by Sanger resequencing enabled three insertions (table S4) and 10 gene deletions (table S5) to be validated. Although the insertions did not contain known genes, the largest deleted gene encodes a type I polyketide synthase (PKS) in strain RCC1559 (7282 amino acids) and the second largest encodes a different type I PKS gene (4766 amino acids) in strain RCC1559 (7282 amino acids) and the second largest encodes a different type I PKS gene (4766 amino acids) in strain RCC1108 and RCC1114. Polyketides constitute a large, structurally diverse class of natural products that include a myriad of important pharmaceuticals that exhibit antibacterial, antifungal, immunosuppressive, and antitumor properties. Natural null alleles of PKS genes may help elucidate the polyketide structures, which may unravel novel bioactive compounds from phytoplankton microalgae.

### Structural variation on the large outlier chromosome supports hypothesis of two ancient mating-type loci in Mamiellphyceae

The coverage of the low-GC region on outlier chromosome 2 of the reference strain was insufficient to call polymorphism data (fig. S1). PacBio sequencing enabled the resolution of the large structural diversity
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**Fig. 1. Polymorphism features on 18 standard chromosomes.** (A) Site frequency spectrum of total SNPs. (B) Number of observed and expected mutation events involved in MNPs. (C) Distribution of fitness effects on nonsynonymous sites. (D) LD between pairs of SNPs, measured as \( r^2 \), with distance on chromosome 10. Gray line, expected LD for unlinked sites estimated from site frequency spectrum on intergenic sites.

Consistent with a recent estimation of multinucleotide spontaneous mutations in O. tauri (13), and other species such as S. cerevisiae, Drosophila melanogaster, Arabidopsis thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans (17), and humans (18).

### Inference of genome-wide selection and mutation processes

The distribution of fitness effects on nonsynonymous sites can be inferred by comparing the site frequency spectrum of SNPs segregating at nonsynonymous and synonymous sites, where synonymous mutations are assumed to be neutral (19). The distribution of fitness effects at nonsynonymous sites is highly leptokurtic, with relatively few mutations inferred to be slightly deleterious or effectively neutral (\( N_{ls} < 1, 23\% \)), whereas most mutations are strongly deleterious (70% with \( N_{ls} > 10; \) Fig. 1C). There is an excess of GC\( \rightarrow \)AT as compared to AT\( \rightarrow \)GC singletons (binomial test, \( P < 10^{-6} \)). The site frequency spectrum on AT\( \rightarrow \)GC segregating polymorphisms is compatible with a model including GC-biased gene conversion (20) and a nonstationary GC composition (table S3), suggesting that GC content is decreasing in O. tauri. Decreasing GC content seems to be a recurrent trend in GC-rich genomes and has been reported in several vertebrate (21, 22) species. Consistent with GC-biased gene conversion, the GC base composition of chromosomes increases with average recombination rate per chromosome (Spearman \( \rho = 0.53, P = 0.02 \)).
in these regions, revealing two highly divergent loci. Whereas one 650-kb locus, \( M^- \), is present in only one strain (RCC4221), the second locus, \( M^+ \), is 450 kb and is present in the other strains. The spectrum of polymorphism on \( M^+ \) reveals recombination suppression in the low-GC region (Fig. 2), as suggested for sex-determining regions in eukaryotes (31 to 34). Chromosome 2 was suspected to be a “sex chromosome” upon its first description (28) because of its lower GC content and higher density of transposable elements, a signature of inefficient selection and low-biased gene conversion in nonrecombining regions (29).

Using sequence similarities with genes involved in sex in *Chlamydomonas* and Mamiellophyceae (30), the candidate master sex determination mid gene, a transcription factor of the RWP-RK family, has been previously annotated on *O. tauri* RCC4221 chromosome 2 as well as in three of the four other Mamiellophyceae genomes sequenced at that time (31). This transcription factor controls the expression of genes involved in the minus gamete phenotype in *Chlamydomonas* (32), and RCC4221 has thus been proposed to be the minus type. The strains without the sex-determining transcription factor thus correspond to the plus mating types. Eighty-one orthologous genes, including housekeeping genes such as an arginine–transfer RNA ligase, are trapped within this region (Fig. 3A), and the molecular evolution of these genes enables us to investigate the age of recombination suppression in the candidate MAT locus. The evolution of a mating-type locus is closely linked with recombination suppression if the alleles encoding for one sex have a deleterious effect on the other sex (antagonistic mutations) (33). The phylogeny of five genes, which are located in the candidate MAT locus in seven Mamiellophyceae species, reveals that the candidate plus and minus haplotypes of *O. tauri* group together within different species (Fig. 3B). This demonstrates that they have remained genetically isolated during speciation of *Ostreococcus* and thus have evolved without recombining, as previously reported in the Volvox species complex (34) or in the brown alga *Ectocarpus* (35). The average amino acid identity between these five orthologous genes between the two *Ostreococcus* haplotypes is 53%, which is lower than the average amino acid identity between *Micromonas* and *Ostreococcus* orthologous genes (58%). The divergence of these two haplotypes could thus pre-date the divergence of Mamiellophyceae, estimated at 600 million years ago (36).
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Fig. 2. Variation of the population recombination rate \((r)\), nucleotide diversity \((\pi)\), and GC content \((\text{GC})\) along chromosomes of *O. tauri*. (A) Chromosome 1, a standard chromosome. (B) Chromosome 2, \(r\), population-scaled recombination rate (per kilobase) inferred from SNP using the program interval of LDhat package; \(\pi\), nucleotide diversity per site averaged across 2.5-kb windows; GC, averaged GC percent across 10-kb windows; NCR, noncallable regions of at least 1 kb, where polymorphisms could not be called because of insufficient coverage (<10x) or because of too high coverage suggestive of regions in multiple copies, which are not represented in the reference sequence. \(r\) and \(\pi\) are computed using SNPs segregating among the 13 strains for chromosome 1 and 12 strains (RCC4221 is excluded) for chromosome 2. For chromosome 2, the reference strain RCC4221 was excluded because of its high divergence with the other strains on the candidate MAT locus region; the sequence of chromosome 2 of strain RCC1115 was used instead.
Hypervariability on the small outlier chromosome

Like chromosome 2, chromosome 19 is also known as an outlier chromosome because of its lower GC content, its high proportion of species-specific genes, and the fast evolution rates of the few of orthologous genes that it bears (7, 37). Initially, only 7% of the chromosome was callable for SNP analysis. PacBio sequencing confirmed important size variation of this chromosome between strains (38) with sizes from 260 to 415 kb (Fig. 4 and fig. S2). A large part of the size variation is the consequence of duplications and translocations within chromosome 19, except for 44- to 156-kb region that appears to be strain-specific (Fig. 4). One synteny block is composed of 6 to 13 tandem duplications of a 2.5-kb region that is specific to O. tauri and encodes an open reading frame with Pfam domain PFAM04572 (α1,4-glycosyltransferase conserved region). Phylogenetic analysis of these repeats reveals several recent tandem duplications within each strain (fig. S3). Most strain-specific regions have no hit against GenBank, with two exceptions. First, a few genes show close identity to genes located on standard chromosomes, suggesting recent translocations onto chromosome 19. Gene ontology analysis of strain-specific sequences suggests an overrepresentation of genes involved in carbohydrate transport (GO: 0008643, P < 10^{-4}), which are generally overrepresented on this chromosome in Mamiellophyceae (39). Second, two short stretches of DNA (50 to 70 bp) have high identity to O. tauri prasinovirus sequences [OtV1 (40) and OtV5 (41)] in RCC1115 and RCC1108. Prasinoviruses are nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses related to giant viruses (42), which infect these microalgae and outnumber them by one order of magnitude in their natural environment (43). The viral sequences correspond to the end of a gene encoding for a viral DNA helicase (OTV1_064 for RCC1108) and a gene with unknown function (OtV1_225 for RCC1115). They are not inserted between direct repeats on chromosome 19, outruling an analogy to the prokaryotic CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) system (44). The mechanisms generating this hypervariable chromosome thus involve translocations from standard chromosomes and massive internal rearrangements, including successive rounds of tandem duplications.

Fig. 3. Genetic structure of the two candidate MAT loci on chromosome 2 in O. tauri. (A) Genes are indicated by vertical lines. Blue lines, orthologous genes between plus and minus type strains; green lines, plus specific genes; orange lines, minus specific genes; gray lines, orthologous relationship between genes on different strains. ‘*’ indicates the position of the five orthologous genes used to build the phylogeny from the different strains. (B) Phylogeny of five orthologous housekeeping genes trapped inside the MAT locus region in seven species of Mamiellophyceae (O. tauri, Ostreococcus mediterraneus, Ostreococcus RCC809, Ostreococcus lucimarinus, Bathycoccus prasinos RCC1105, Micromonas pusilla RCC299, and M. pusilla CCMP1545). Bootstrap maximum likelihood (ML) percentages are indicated on nodes.
Phenotypic assays
There is significant growth rate variation between strains, with a maximum growth rate variation of ±28% at 20°C (fig. S4) with faster- and slower-growing strains. The susceptibility spectrum to prasinoviruses, isolated from the same sampling locations (45), discriminates among 12 of the 13 strains, because only 2 strains have an identical viral susceptibility spectrum (table S6). Two strains are highly susceptible, whereas one strain is resistant to all 32 viruses tested. Previous results suggested a cost of viral resistance on growth rates, with susceptible strains outcompeting resistant strains (46). The size of chromosome 19 decreases with increasing viral susceptibility (Fig. 5; Pearson $r = -0.74, P < 0.005$), suggesting that the cost of resistance on the division rate may be the direct consequence of the increased metabolic cost associated with the replication and expression of a larger chromosome. Consistent with this metabolic cost hypothesis, experimental evolution of viral resistance in strain RCC4221 was significantly associated with increased gene expression on chromosome 19, which has low levels of expression under virus-free conditions (39).

DISCUSSION
Planktonic marine eukaryotes represent a yet untapped reservoir of genetic biodiversity, and new genera are still being discovered regularly. It is, therefore, not surprising that intraspecific levels of diversity are thus far underexplored in these enigmatic organisms. We previously reported a high level of intergenic nucleotide diversity ($\pi = 0.01$) and occurrence of sexual reproduction based on an analysis of height short intergenic markers in 17 O. tauri strains (13 of them being analyzed here). Here, we confirm these initial findings using full-genome sequences, and we also provide evidence of ancient divergence between two large chromosomal regions with recombination suppression, consistent with a mating-type locus. Future experimentation will be needed to show that genes located in these two candidate mating-type loci are involved in gamete fusion.

This study supports the fact that these species have a very high adaptation potential, in particular to viral pressure. The initial response to selection is predicted to depend almost entirely on standing variation, with de novo mutations becoming gradually more important (11). The time scale of this transition strongly depends on the rate of environmental change, but for slow or moderately fast change, it typically occurs over at least hundreds of generations (11). The chromosome hypervariability reported here is different from previously reported mechanisms such as the genomic islands reported in the cyanobacteria Prochlorococcus (47), the pathogenicity chromosomes in fungi (48), or adaptive immunity genes in mammals. Comparative sequence analysis shows that this level of variation results from massive rearrangements of small repeats, duplications, and translocations from the standard chromosomes, and less frequently from the genome of prasinoviruses. These massive rearrangements recall chromothripsis, in which chromosomes are broken into many pieces, randomly
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Fig. 4. Chromosome 19 sequence conservation in six O. tauri strains. (A) Large synteny blocks along chromosome 19 are represented as rectangles (fig. S6), and red lines indicate location of strain-specific DNA. Pairwise local alignments between strains are represented in gray (sense) or blue (antisense) (blastn with scores between 50 and 500 and percentage alignment identities >95%). (B) Proportion of DNA in chromosome in syntenic regions, in rearranged regions, and in strain-specific regions. (C) Taxonomic affiliation of strain-specific sequences using sequence homology against GenBank (tblastx) (69).
duplicated, and stitched back together in some cancer genomes (49).

We recently provided evidence that size variation of chromosome 19 can be induced upon viral infection in O. tauri (39). The significant correlation between the size of the hypervariable chromosome and viral resistance in the population suggests that molecular toolkit involved in this chromosome tinkering has likely evolved during adaptation of cell immunity to infection by large double-stranded DNA viruses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequencing and assembly

Genome sequencing of 12 O. tauri strains isolated in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea (RCC1108, RCC1110, RCC1112, RCC1114, RCC1115, RCC1116, RCC1117, RCC1118, RCC1123, RCC1158, RCC1159, and RCC1161; fig. S5 and table S7) was performed using Illumina technology at the Joint Genome Institute (JGI), San Francisco. Strains RCC1110, RCC1114, RCC1115, RCC1116, RCC1158, RCC1159, and RCC1161 were sequenced with a protocol yielding 76-bp-long paired-end (PE) reads and an expected sequencing depth ranging from 163X and 336X. Strains RCC1108, RCC1112, RCC1117, RCC1118, RCC1123, and RCC1161 were sequenced 6 months later with another protocol yielding 101-bp-long PE reads and an expected sequencing depth ranging from 778X to 1129X. Large uncovered regions on chromosomes 2 and 19 were resolved by PacBio resequencing of seven strains at the Get-PlaGe sequencing platform in Toulouse, France. The libraries were prepared from 10 μg of DNA according to PacBio’s protocols “20-kb Template Preparation Using BluePippin Size-Selection System (15-kb size cut-off)”. The sample quantity and quality controls were validated on Qubit, NanoDrop, Pippin Pulse, and Fragment Analyser. At the end, the quantity of libraries was from 169 to 350 ng. Libraries (0.25 nM) were loaded per SMRT (Single Molecule Real-Time sequencing) on the PacBio RS II System. The run was performed with protocol OneCellPerWell on C4P6 chemistry and 360-min movies. The raw data were assembled using HGAP3 (50). The assemblies of chromosomes 2 and 19 were checked manually with assembly and visualization tools available from the Geneious software (51) and could be assembled from telomere to telomere for the six re-sequenced strains. These assemblies revealed substantial levels of variation on chromosomes 2 and 19, with sizes ranging from 965 kb (RCC1123) to 1217 kb (RCC4221) for chromosome 2 and 261 kb (RCC1123) to 414 kb (RCC1561) for chromosome 19 (fig. S2). Chromosome 2 and 19 sizes of other strains could be inferred by applying a linear regression between pulsed-field gel electrophoresis–inferred sizes, $L$, from a previous study (38) and PacBio resesquenced sizes: $L_{20} = 1.52L - 504,781 (R^2 = 0.91)$ and $L_{19} = 0.84L + 48,062 (R^2 = 0.81)$. Chromosome 19 sequences from each strain were aligned using the dottupp program as implemented in Geneious (51) (fig. S6) to define four large syntenic regions, noted A, B, C, and D. Region A is composed of 6 to 13 tandem replications of a 2.5-kb sequence; in RCC1108 and RCC1123 strains, this repeated region has also copies on the reverse strand.

SNP calling

Trimmed reads (52, 53) were mapped onto O. tauri’s RCC4221 genome version 2 (54) with Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (55) (fig. S1). Single-nucleotide variant calling was performed with three different algorithms: (i) GATK UnifiedGenotyper version 2.4.9 (UG), (ii) GATK HaplotypeCaller version 3.3.0 (HC) (56), and (iii) an in-house python script (GENO) developed for organellar data (57). Methods UG and HC work on a per-locus basis, whereas HC is a haplotype-based method. Before calling variants with UG and HC, reads were locally realigned around indel variants using GATK IndelRealigner. We called SNPs and indel variants from the 13 .bam files with tools UnifiedGenotyper and HaplotypeCaller for haploid organisms, setting option “--dcov” to 2000, “--stand_call_conf” to 30, and “--stand_emit_conf” to 10. This means that sites with a Phred-scaled confidence lower than 30 will be annotated, has “LowQual” in the “FILTER” section, and will be filtered out. Our in-house python scripts (GENO) called variants for the 13 strains in two steps: It first read into the 13 pile-up files obtained with “samtools mpileup –E” from SAMtools version 1.1 (58) to obtain all variants at every position along the genome sequence for each strain. This provided the number of reads supporting each variant. In a second step, our in-house script read into the variant files to keep variants supported by at least 80% of reads covering a given position for a given strain.

For all three methods, variants (vcf format) were filtered (using an in-house python script) according to the following three criteria: First, sites with a Phred-scaled confidence lower than 30 were filtered out. Second, to be callable, a position had to be “well covered” for all 13 strains, that is, covered by at least 10 reads and by less than 1.5 times the average read depth along the genome sequence for this given strain. Third, a variant in a callable position had to be supported by more than 80% of reads covering this position to be considered as a polymorphism. For the GATK UG and HC approaches, we further filtered out positions with genotype quality less than 30.

The number of SNPs and indels called by the different tools varied from ~105,000 (GENO) to ~141,000 (HC) (table S8), with ~92,000 [corresponding to 90% (GENO) and 70% (HC)] of polymorphisms called by all three methods (fig. S7). This substantial level of variation between SNP calling procedures led us to resequence four polymorphic regions containing 278 polymorphic sites by Sanger sequencing (table S9) to assess the sensitivity and specificity of each calling method (table S10). Details on the number of reads, average read mapping depth, coverage along the genome sequence, and number of SNPs and indels called for each strain are presented in table S1.
Comparison of predictions with Sanger resequencing led to the choice of UG version 2.4.9 for SNV calling (table S1) (56). Notably, of the 278 resequenced SNPs, 29 were MNPs (13 dinucleotide polymorphisms and 1 trinucleotide polymorphism). These 29 MNPs were confirmed at all loci.

**Large indel (>100 bp) identification and validation**

We developed a method to detect insertions, which are not present in the reference genome, and deletions, which are absent from the reference genome. These particular events cause specific profiles in the mapping result (.bam file) that we detected using homemade scripts. First, we aligned reads on the reference genome with a method that allows partial mapping (59). In this context, we defined three types of mapping events (fig. S8A). These mapping types were screened to detect profiles specific to large insertions or deletions. An insertion corresponds to a sequence that is absent from the reference genome and thus to a particular profile that can be detected by screening the mapping result of the reads (fig. S8B). The algorithmic workflow for detecting novel insertions is composed of four steps (table S11). Second, we started from upstream and downstream regions independently to elongate the sequence with unmapped reads to infer the genomic sequence of the insertion. The assembly algorithm is computed on upstream and downstream sets independently. At the end, we compared the sequences obtained from the upstream and downstream set (table S12). Third, we detected deletions by screening the mapping profile of the reads (fig. S8C). Reads from the strain were split into upstream and downstream reads, and defined two initial breakpoints on the reference genome (table S13). Predicted deletions (table S5) and insertions (table S4) were checked by Sanger sequencing (tables S14 and S15).

**Population genomic analysis**

Population genomic analysis was performed using SnpEff (60) and LDhat for recombination rate (61). To infer short insertions and deletions, we screened the mapping profiles of each strain and validated each candidate insertion and deletion by polymerase chain reaction. SNPGenie (version snpgenie-1.2.2.pl) was used to infer the number of nonsynonymous and synonymous sites in the coding regions of the reference genome. Population genomic analysis was performed using SnpEff (61). LDhat input files were generated from the vcf files using vcftools –ldhat-gen. The interval program was run for each chromosome using 10,000,000 iterations for the rjMCMC procedure, a block penalty of 10, and 10,000 updates between samples. The coalescent method LDhat estimates the parameter $r = 2N_e r$, where $N_e$ is the effective population size and $r$ is the genetic map distance across the region analyzed.

**Phylogenetic analysis**

Chromosome 2 of six strains shares more than 99% nucleotide identity with RCC4221 but on the low-GC candidate MAT locus region. The low-GC region was extracted from each resequenced strain, and manual annotation of this region was performed by homology with genes from the annotation of RCC4221 and RCC1115. Orthologous gene families of five gene sequences of predicted housekeeping genes trapped in the MAT locus region of *O. tauri* were retrieved from pico-PLAZA (65), and genes that were located in the low-GC region of the big outlier chromosomes in all seven sequenced Mamiellophyceae species (*O. tauri, O. lucimarinus, Micromonas RCC299 and CCMP1545, Ostreococcus spp. RCC809, and Bathycoccus RCC1105*) were used for phylogenetic reconstruction. Sequence alignment on the concatenated five genes (ostta02g00220, ostta02g01140, ostta02g01460, ostta02g00100, and ostta02g02420; total alignment length, 2130 amino acids) was performed with MAFFT version 7. Phylogenetic reconstructions were based on amino acid sequences using Bayesian inference (BI) and ML. For ML, the best-fit evolutionary model was selected via Akaike Information Criterion using ProtTest version 3.4.2 (66), resulting here in an LG + I + G model. BI was carried out with MrBayes 3.2.6 (67) using a mixed model, with four chains of 106 generations, trees sampled every 1000 generations, and burnin value set to 20% of the sampled trees. We checked that the SD of the split frequencies fell below 0.01 to ensure convergence in tree search. ML reconstructions were carried out using PhyML (68) and validated with 100 bootstrap replicates. Trees obtained with BI and ML were congruent. Phylogenetic analysis of the 2.5-kb repeat region on chromosome 19 suggests recent duplication events within each chromosome and fast evolution of this repeat (fig. S3).

**Phenotypic assays**

Before starting growth assays, we transferred cultures in L1 medium flasks and let them grow for 2 weeks at 14° and 20°C under 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycles to have enough cells to inoculate cultures. Growth assays were performed in 24-well microtiter plates, with a starting population of ~50,000 cells per well. The number of biological replicates was four for each strain. Cell growth was estimated by optical density at 640 nm 6 days after plate inoculation and normalized by the absorption of the L1 medium at T0. There is a significant variation of growth rates between strains at both temperatures (fig. S4; analysis of variance, $P < 10^{-4}$ for 20° and 14°C). Significant paired comparisons (Tukey test) are provided in table S16. There is a significant correlation between growth rates at 14° and 20°C (Pearson $r = 0.72$, $P = 0.006$), consistent with overall faster-growing (for example, RCC1108,
RCC1110, and RCC4221) and slower-growing (for example, RCC1123 and RCC1116) strains.

A subset of 32 viruses from 50 viruses was isolated between January 2006 and March 2009 from the northwestern Mediterranean Sea from seven different O. tauri strains (45). A fresh lysate of each virus was prepared (about 108 particles/ml) to test for viral specificity on many different strains, including 12 of the O. tauri strains sequenced in this study (45). To check that viral specificity had remained stable and to obtain viral specificity for one additional strain, RCC1108, RCC1110, RCC1117, RCC4221, RCC1123, and RCC11558 cultures were grown in 24 microtiter wells until green and inoculated with fresh lysates of the viruses. Infection was tested in triplicate, and the result was recorded 3 days later according to the color of the infected culture as compared to the control as follows: no lysis or lysis. The complete lysis spectrum of the sequenced O. tauri population is presented in table S6. Strain virus susceptibility had remained stable for all checked strains since the first assessment (45). All statistical analyses were performed with R (www.r-project.org).
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